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EO E PERLE 

8/27/86 

Dear Saul, 

Your let~e~ reached us here in Ta~glewoodr tog2ther wit~ 

the sad news aD~ut Felix. I've just written to H2di. 
know it f,.Ust be a great loss '':0 yeu too " ",at tG hu';l2 c.l-lis 
ve:;:-y close colleaJ'~e dnd frier1d \lit:, ~7h-~m and wi::h whose 
work you have been so intimately ass eiated for so many 
years, a~ounG any longer. 

Thank you for your congr~~ulations. Yes, they have been 
more or less "countless," but some of them mean more to 
me than others, and yours especially. 

You suggest that my recent awards bring "great honor" to 
Qu~ns College and the School of Music. You can have a 
m~ch more meaningful satisfaction--the knowledge that 
what you represented there as a musician and teacher 
has signific~antly shaped the institution in ways that 
will persist in spite of your retirement. As far as 
what I represented as a writer and teacher whose specialty 
has been the analysis of 20th-century music, it is as 
though I never spent a day of my life at Queens College. 
Forte's "set-theoretic" concept, which has as Quch 
relevance to the analysis of music as it has to growing 
potatoes, has taken over with his disciple Strauss 
replacing me in this area immediately upon my retirement. 
If you're not acquainted with Forte's theories and 
analytical methods, I suggest you look at his discussion 
of the opening bars of Liszt's Faust Symphony i a recent 
issue of 19th Century Music. 

Since my retirement I have had very nice congratulatory 
messages from both Hamovitch and the new president of 
the college, but I thought a couple of letters that 
came from the Chancellor's office showed a certain lack 
of sensitivity. They wanted my opinion as to whether or 
not John Corigliano and David Del Tredici should be made 
"distinguished" professors. 

Looking back upon my more than 20 years at Quee ns, as 
far as my growth as a musician is concerned the really 

important collegial relationship has been with you. Some 



of the analytical points and musical 
illustrations that I'm most pleased with in my book on 
LULU are surely due to your influence, to the kind of 
thinking about music that I picked up from you in our 
many conversations, which are among my pleasantest 
recollections of all the years I spent at Queens. 

I've just learned that I will be composer-in-residence 
at Tanglewood again next summer, with at least two 
a d mayue U1Le~ l<.u.jor l)l_rfcrrn.:::l.l1 rp c:: of my music here. 
I was rather gratified to learn that all this was set up 
before the Pulitzer and MacArthur prizes came along, as 
is also true of concerts entirely devoted to my music 

" ......that are comlng up In Boston, Washlgtbn, Sacramento, 
and elsewhere, and a number of corlmissions. 

All the best to you and Phyllis, as ever, and many thanks 
again for you note. 
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Harmonic Structure in Mozart's
 
Sonata-form Developments
 

BY DAVID BUSHLER (NEW YORK) 

onata form occupies a central po -ition in Mozart's instrumental writing throughout his 
life. In this paper, I would like to show how, in Mozart's maturity, tw basic 
pro ressions, either al ne r in combination, oft n provided the harmonic framework for 
the development secti ns of these movement. Ina much as th overwhelming majority 
of Mozart's instrumental works are in major keys, the latter will be the main focus of thi 
paper. I will try to show some of the many ways in which Mozart elaborated, varied. and 
combined these progressions, and h w these progressi I1S are reflected in the melodic and 
motivic content. 
Most of the literature on M zart's instrumental works does n t focus on the harmonic 
structure of the development section. De e10pment is often viewed as a primarily 
thematic event, and empha i is given to enumerating the themes or motives being 
worked out, with little attention dev ted to the harmonic picture. t Many studies are 

I	 Among the many examples of this approach, see the c ntributions of lens Peter Larson (The 
Symphonies) and H. C. R bbins Landon (The Concertos) in: The Mozart Companion, ed. 
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limited to a particular genre or group of works, so th:u the composer's overall treatment 
of sonata form does not receive consideration. l 

Rita Kurzmann's essay remains tbe principal study on this topic despite the half-century 
which has elapsed since its writing.3 The present work is in some respects a continuation 
and amplification of her findings. Kurzmann's orientation is hiStorical throughout; she 
divides Mozart's life intO three periods, the first ending in 1773, the second ending in 
1781, and the last extending to the composer's death (p. 66). The development sections of 
the first period she characterizes as consisting of two main sections, as containing little 
"true" modulation, with sequences based on the diatonic circle of fifths (pp. 67-68). In 
the second period, Kurzmann notes the tendency towards three-section developments, 
with longer chains of fifths and the intermixture of modes as a means of further c..xtending 
the available vocabulary (pp. 69-74). 1n the final period, she points out the progress to 

more distant keys, sometimes through enharmonic shifts, and tbe use of multiple 
progressions of fifths (pp. 79, 81, 83-84). Kurzmann differentiates among the various 
genres in which Mozart Wt'ote, suggesting that fifths progressions appear in primitive 
fashion in the divertimenti, in melodic roles in the violin concerti, as chains of seventh 
chords in the piano music, and in contrapuntal elaborations in the quartets and 
symphonies (pp. 69 fI.). Kurzmann also notes that the late rondo forms often contain 
developmental passages based on progressions by fifths (p. 86). I follow Kurzmann in 

mitting slow movements [rom this study, endorsing her reasons that some slow 
movements have developments which are only transitional in nature, and that others are 
primarily melodic, with less emphasis on harmonic structure (pp. 66, 75). 
Friedrich Neumann has written more recently on the harmonic structure of Mozart's 
development sections.~ Neumann alms for comprehensiveness, trying to schematize the 
modulatory panerns of the developments, and producing several worthwhile insights. He 
notes the frequency of circle-of-fifths motion, tOgether with its variants.s He also 
empbasizes the circle of ascending fifths, giving examples of its appearance.6 Neumann's 

Landon and Mitchell, New York 1969, pp. 234-282, J56--199; Denis Forman. Mozart's Concerto 
Fonn, New York 1971; Cuthbert Girdlcstone, MOlart and his Piano Concertos, New York 
1964; and Wilhelm Merian. MOlarts Klavlersonaten und die Sonatenform, in: resrschrift Karl 
Nef, Zurich 1933. The emphasis on thematic development is perhaps most acute in Arthur 
Hutchings, A Companion to MOlan's Piano Concertos, London 1948, where we read in 
reference to the first movement of K. 450, "NothiJlI; is developed but the pianist's technique" 
(p.92). 

1	 Among examples of works with this limitation arc: Georges de Saint-Foix, Les Symphonies de 
Mozart, New York 1949, who io d.iscussing the last movement of the "Jupiter" Symphony uses 
the expression "modlllatmg fifth on fifth" (p, l73) without drawing further conclusions; Rudolf 
Gerber, Harmonisdle Probleme in Monns Strcichqllartetten, in: Mozart-Jahrbllch 2 (1924), 
who speaks of successive dominant sevenths which seem like new tODlCS (p. 75); Ronald 
Tenschert, Die Overruren Mozans, also in; Mozart-Jahrbuch 2, who notes progressions by fifths 
in the overtures to "Don Giovanni" and "Zauberfli.itc" (pp. l43, 145); Gerd Sievers, Analyse des 
finale aus Mozarts Jupiter-Symphonie, in: Die Musikf()rschun~ 7 (1954), who points out the 
series of dominant~ wlthout further generalization (p. 324). I discuss this finale as Example 10 
below. 

J	 Rita Kurlomann, Ober die Modularion und Hannonik in den lnstrurnenralwerken Moz.arts, in: 
Studien lour Musikwissenschaft 12 (1925), pp. 6~J07. 

i	 Friedrich Neumann, Ocr Typus des Stufenganges der Mozan'schen Sonatendurchflihrung, in: 
Mozart-]ahrbuch 1959, Salzburg 1960, pp. 247-261, and Zur harmonischen Typik des Durch
fUhrungstei1cs bei MOlart und Beethoven. in: Beethovcn-Almanacn 1970, Vienna 1970, 
pp. lSI-ISS. 

S See Del' Typus des Stufeng.ll1ges. panicularly pp. 254-255.
 
6 See Der Typus des Stufenganges. p. 251, and Zur harmonischen Typik. pp. 151-15~.
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work, however, has several drawbacks which make it less valuable than Kurzmann's 
despite its wide scope. First, he totally omits mocivic factors and chronological 
considerations; the reader is presented with strings of Roman numerals having no 
connection with the music or its evolution. Secondly, the Roman numerals themselves 
sometimes seem capriciously assigned, and sometimes falsify the aural structure of tbe 
music itselF Thirdly, Neumann presents the Roman numerals as if they were all equal in 
importance, whereas in fact some have a far more crucial role in the structure than others, 

as underlined by motivic and cadential activity. 
Altbough Hans Theodor David has not made as comprehensive a study of Mozart's 
development sections as Kurzmann or Neumann, he has contributed some important 
insights concerning Mozart's harmonic style.8 David claims that Heinichen played an 

9
important role in originating the concept of motion through the circle of fifths. He also 
notes tbe prevalence of cycles which descend by fifths, finding that they "form the most 
frequent feature of his development sections. Ascending modulations in fifths are 
somewhat rarer and less extended than the descending ones." 10 David's term "modula
tion" does Dot distinguish keys that are fully established and tonicized from those that 
merely function in passing. II Furtht:rmore, David's emphasis on harmonic matters leads 
o neglect of mOtivic factors and the vital relationshio between these twO dimensions of 

the music, 
With the exception of a brief article by Willi Reich,II the rest of the Moz.art literature, to 
my knowledge, contains no comprehensive assessment of the composer's sonata-form 

developments. 

1	 Neumann often treats seventh chords. for example, as simple triads, thus distorting their usage 
and aural effect. See his analysis of the first movement of "Eine kleine Nachtmusik", m. 58, 
denoted as Ill. in the key of G despite the rhythmic, metric, and agogic stress of the seventh 
(Typus, p. 248). Other such examples OCCUt in his analyses of me first movements of the quartets 
K. 4&4 and 590 (Typus, p, 252), where dominant-seventh chords based on the first degree of the 
scale arc considered as I chord" despite their function. Neumann also arbitrarily omits substantial 
portions of development sections without explanation; see his analysis of the quarret. K. 421, 
first movement (Typus, p. 250), the last movement of the "Jupiter" Symphony Cl'ypus, p. 251). 
or the opening movemelH of the quartet, K. 458 Cfypus, p. 251). 

j Hans Theodor David, MOl.anean Modulations, in: Musical Quarterly 42 (April. 1956), 
pp. 193-212; also in Paul Henry Lang (cd.), Creative World of Mozart, New York 1963, 
pp. %-75. 

'J See David, Moz,"rtean Modulations, in: Creative World of Mozart, p. 59. 
10 Ibid. 
II	 For example. sec David's discussion of the G minor Symphony, K. 550, fourth movement: "Each 

of these keys is established only by a leading-tone and the third of the tonic" (Creative World of 
Mozart, p. 66). Actually, Mozart only touches on or passes through the key~ under discussion, 
rather than establishing any of them. This movement is discussed below as Example 12. 

I,	 Willi Reich, Mozam Durchfuhrungsharmonik, in: Die Musik 34 (1931-32), Heft I, pp. 26-30. 
Reich's brief article attempts ro give a general harmonic summa.ry of the developments of the 
ourer movements of the last three symphonies, and does mention the·"circular ordering" of keys 
(p. 28). Reich's statemenrs arc not always reliable. In his analySIS of the first movement of the 
Symphony in E-flat major, K. 543, be cites the key centers as A-flat major, B-flat minor, and C 
minor; in fact the second of these keys appears only in a two-measure sequence connecting A-flat 
major and C minor, and hardly deserves mention alongside those twO main key centers in that 
development section. 
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Example 1	 Example 2 

J: a :~!1 (j IQ 
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Example 1 shows the typical overall harmonic structure of a classical sonata-form 
movement. Example 2 shows how the development section may contain a progression 
based on descending fifths; this "descending progressions" usually begins-perhaps after 
a short transition-in the region of the relative minor, and reaches the subdominanc as its 
goal. The latter can be heard as the beginning of a large-scale cadence that concludes with 
the tonic and the recapitulation. The descending progression usually moves in a slow 
harmonic rhythm (a measure or more at a time), occupies a central position within the 
development section, and is usually the single most important event within the 
development. 

Example 3: Quintet in B-flat major, K. 174fT (1773) 

y (Y'j :'X!.Cl')I(Y')Fl I ("'l'IlY: r I' 

The development section shown in Example 3, although taken from an early work, is 
more typical of Mozart's mature style. The descending progression, after a short 
preparation, begins in m. 94 on the relative minor, proceeding in four-measure blocks to 
the subdominant in m. 110; the change in sequential pattern in m. 112 underlines the 
arrival at the subdominant. The latter then moves to the dominant and the preparation for 
the recapitulation. 

Example 4: Concerto in B-flat major, K. 456/1 (1784) 

~.:'~ 
y (yf"" Dr J'I ][ Y I }Y.... y" I 

The development section shown in Example 4, though basically similar to the preceding 
example, has a number of differences. The "introduction" has its own little theme. 1J The 
descending progression, which begins in m. 201, starts on the mediant, which is one step 
further back along the circle of fifths, and the most distant diatonic starting point possible 
in a major key. The descending progression has its own motivic content, proceeding in 
tWO-measure units until it reaches the subdominant in m. 211. At that point, all aspects 0 

the music change co underline the point of harmonic arrival. In COntrast to the previous 

Il	 Hans Ketler, among others, has noted the presence of such themes at the beginning of the 
development; see his Chamber Music, in: The Mozart Companion, ed. Landon and Mitchell, 
London 1956, pp. 90-137. AI; Example 4 in the present paper shows, this practice is not limited t 
the chamber music. 

example, the subdominant in Example 4 is expanded through subsidiary motion and 
change of mode before proceeding to the dominant in m. 222. 
The tWO preceding examples demonstrate the two main types of foreground generalJ 
supported by the basic progressions we are studying. The first type entaLls contrapuntal 
activity, as in Example 3, with varying degrees of strictness. The second type entails 
passagework, as in Example 4, and is found principallY in sonata or concerto first 

movements. 

Example 5: Concerto in F major, K. 459/1 (1784) 

209 

(yl) Iy1 
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Example 5 shows a development section which, though dea.r1y built around the 
descending progression, incorporates several features providing greater subtlety and 
intensity. The descending progression itself, for example (mm. 217-229), consiSts of 
dominant-seventh chords rather than simple triads; the neighboring half-steps in the bass 

imply minor ninths as well. 
Although the descending progression plays the central role in this development section, 
Mozart seLs up a second field of force. The mediant chord is fully established at the outset 
of the development, and this chord returns with emphasis near the end of the 
development, the final motion to the dominant seeming almost casual by comparison. 
Two instances of double meaning exemplify Mozart's subtle treatment of phrase 
srrucwrc and harmonic forces. When the descending progression begins in mm. 2l7-218, 
one is likely to hear these measures as the conclusion of a parallel phrase; only afterwards 
does one realiz.e that these bars are also the first of the series of two-bar units which make 
up the descending progression. When the descending progression reaches its goal of the 
subdominaot chord in m. 229, the added rone, G-sharp, gives the chord a second 
meaning, as an augmented-sixth chord of the mecliant, A, whose importance in this 
development has already been mentioned. All of tbe preceding points are confinned and 
underlined by the melodic and motivic coment. 

Example 6: Quintet in C major, K. 515/[ (I7R7 

171 

II 

lI6l 1117 

~ ... ~-l IDr III IIJ· :i~ I .... #\~ ~f)W II.·.· • 
In Example 6, the descending progression appears once more as the basic ground plan of 
he development j a different set of features gives rise to levels of complexity diHerent 

from those we have encountered thus far. 
:irst of all, this development section incorporates twO statementS of the descending 

progression. The first begins in Ol. 171 and extends to m. 185, where the minor 
subdominant chord of arrival also begins the next progression. The second progression 
moves in a faster harmonic rhythm than the first; this relationship is true in almost all the 
movements I have examined which contain more than one 'uch cycle. Mozart 
dillerentiates the two progressions also by changing the motivic foreground when the 
second series begins. Inasmuch as the second progression begins on and returns to the 
minor subdominant, one might hear this second progression as basically a prolongation 

of that chord. 
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econdly, Mozart introduces the harmonic vocabulary of the parallel minor into this 
major-key development. After an introduction which hints at se\'eral key centers 
including D minor, B-nat m"iM. G minor, and the t6nic, C major) as possible 

implications of its rising bass linc-. thc' .I,,·,cending progression begins in m. 171 on the 
relative minor. Although the last thn.:.: (11l1,,1, in this progression (the dominant, tonic, 
and subdominant) would normally be major triads, Mozart darkens them to minor. 
Furthermore, when the second descending progression ensues, the chords arc drawn 
entirely from the parallel minor. The modal expansion is significant whetber heard from 
the standpoint of abstract structure or of emotional effect. 
Thirdly, rhythmic and contrapuntal features provide an unusually rich foreground. 
During the first descending progression, tbe harmonic rhythm moves in three-measure 
units, perhaps reflecting the five-measure phrases of the movement's opening. This 
rhythmic structure is itself obscured because each in~trumcnt begins its phase of 
leadership with a kind of dominant upbeat one measure before tbe three-measure 
harmonic unit begins. The five instruments enter in ascending order, one for each 
member of the progression. The harmonic outline seems still further hidden behind the 
highly contrapuntal web, which includes many non-harmonic tones, particularly 
suspensions. When the second progression begins, the mOtivic surface becomes much 
simpler, consisting of embellished dialogue between pairs of voices; the contrast helps to 
delineate the boundaries of the twO segments. 

Example 7 

my-.... If w (if'; Y 

A second principal progression, shown in Exanlple 7, consists of chords whose roots 
move by ascending fifths j I call this series the "ascending progression". This progression 
usually begins on the dominant minor and continues by ascending fifths which suPPOrt 
minor triads, reaching the goal of the medianr or mediam major. This last chord can be 
heard as a dominant substitute insofar as it harmonizes the leading tone. 
The ascending progression has several distinctive features. Each chord is the subdominant 
of the chord to follow, not its dominant; thus the progression goes "against gravity", s 
to speak, and auxili:uy dominants and other harmonic elaboration may assist the flow. 
Furthermore, tbe ascending progression tends to move away from the wree primary 
triads, in contrast to the descending progression, which tends to move towards them. 

xample 8: Sonata in F major, K. 300k (332)/1 (1778) 

94
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~ 
In Example 8, aftcr a new subsidiary melody on the dominant, a two-bar postlude (mm. 
109-110) begins a bridge leading to the ascending progression. The latter begins in m. 113 
and proceeds in four-measure phrases, each of which ends with a diminished chord 
leading to the next member of the series. Thc A major chords which conclude the 
progression in m. 123 can be heard either as the dominant of the relative minor (looking 
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backwards towards D minor) or as the mediant major. The leading tonc, E, is 
reharmonized twice, becoming part of the dominant-seventh chord which leads to the 
recapitulation. 

Example 9: Sonata in F major, K. 533/1 (1786) 

103 129 
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In Example 9, the ascending progression is followed by the descending progression, 
accounting for vinually the entire development section. Beginning on the dominant 
minor, the ascending progression wends its way slowly in two six-measure blocks to the 
relative minor. Here a long arpeggiated figure on A major appears, marking the midpoint 
of the development as it had previously marked the end of the exposition. The A major 
chord functions both as goal of the ascending progression and as the dominant of the 
relative minor to begin the descending progression. The latter begins in m. 125, m~ves in 
two-measure units, and marks the arrival on the subdominant by compressing the voice 
entries in mm. 133-134. The arpeggio figure returns on the dominant-seventh chord to 
mark the cod of th.. development as it had marked its midpoint. 

Example 10: Symphony in C major, K. 5511IV (1788) 

19.11196 
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The last movement of the "Jupiter" Symphony has a masterful development section 
based almOSt entirely on the two progressions we have examined (see Example 10). After 
a brief introduction, the first half of the development begins, built around the descending 
progression. The latter begins in m. 172, and traces a familiar path from the relative minor 
to the subdominam. As in tbe quintet in the same key (see Exan1ple 6), the harmonic 
scheme underlies a complex surface, with contrapuntal activity and rhythmic asymmetry. 
In the present example, the rhythmic units, as marked oil by the bass and brass, are three 
and one-balf measures each in length. 
The second half of the development begins in m. 186 with the arrival of the subdominant 
chord, which has a dual role of concluding the descending progression and beginning the 
ascending progression. The inversion of the eighth-note motive and the return of the 
whole-note theme from the beginning of the movement underline the new direction. The 
ascending progression moves in relatively conservative five-bar units, passing through 
only minor chords until it reaches the relative minor (rnm. 206-207). Mozart then 
telescopes the next twO possible chords in the ascending series, the mediant and its 
dominant, both of which contain B, the leading tone. As if by sleight-of-hand, B is 
reharmonizcd within four measures by the home dominant-seventh chord, leading to th 
recapitulation. Heard as a whole, then, the development section contains tWO main 
segments, the first built on the descending progression, the second on the ascending 
progrcssion. The subdominant chord forms the boundary between them, and motivic 
and rhythmic factors clearly distinguish the twO segments. 
Although the types of progressions lhat we have been considering appear also in works in 
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rninor keys by Mozart, several tactors make generaJiz:'ltions more difficulr. To begin with, 
such pieces constitute a very small (albeit important) portion of Mozart's total ccllvre. In 
addition, the roles of the dominant and relative major in a minor key are not 
symmetrically equivalent to the roles of dominant and relative minor in a major key. 
Furthern1ore, minor keys by their very nature imply greater chromaticism, owing to the 
various fonns of minor. Nonetheless, as the following tWO examples show, instance~ of 
progressions moving by fuchs, with the subdominant playing an important role, can be 

found.
 

Example 11: Sonata in A minor, K. 300d (310)/I (1778)
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Example 11 provides a simple instance of lhe descending progression's role in a 
development section from a sOnata in a minor key. After an eight-measure "introduc
tion" leads from the relative major through an augmented-sixth chord to the dominant of 
the dominant in m. 58, the descending progression occurs in four-measure units, leading 
to the expected goal of the subdominaill in m. 70; the bass hne makes the progression 
very clear. At m. 70, the mOtivic content changes and the harnlOnic rhythm now moves in 
half notes as a new cycle of tbe descending progression leads to a tonic chord, itself only a 
way station en route to tbe domloant that prepares the recapitulation. 

Example '12: Symphony in G minor, K.5S0/TV (1788) 
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A far more complex example of the role of the asceoding and descending progressions in 
minor can be found i~n the last movement of the Symphony in G minor, whose 
development section is outlined in Example 12. Because of the length and chromaticism 
of the progressions, I have analyzed many of the chords by their fum.:tion (5 for 
subJominanr, 0 for dominant) rather than attempting to notate them all within G minor. 
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Viewed as a whole, this development section has several main segments, each marked by 
hannonic arrival and mOtivic change. 
The first segment is a kind of introduction ten measures in length, with dramatic unisons 
and siknccs. The diminished-seventh chords spelled out or implied in this pa:.sage may be 
heard as substituting for dominant-seventh chords and their resolutions. The result is the 
ascending progression, moving from the relative major to the dominant of A, the lat[er 
being the dominant of the dominant. 

he first main section of the development begins in m. 135, where the accompaniment 
texture gives a sense of relative stability, and is based emirely on the descending 
progression. The main goal of this segment is the subdominant, C minor, reached in m. 
161; progress towards that goal helps to define the harmonic-motlvic "events" of this 
segment. The first "event" rests on a seril'S of dominant-seventh chords (the first 
prolonged, the others two rnea.sure~ each in length); the motivic coment consi:'l:' of 
dialogue in two-measure units between first vioLns and various woodwinds. The 
harmonic goal of this event is the F minor chord in ITl. 147, which is also a rhythmic point 
of arrival; this chord help~ to define the eventual goal of C minor as it!> subdominant, and 
the rest of this segment is in effect written "in" C minor. The second "event" has an 
irregular harmonic rhythm, and some members of the progression temporarily acquire 
their own dominants (see mm. 149-150 and 15S-156); contrapuntal activity is intensified, 
with free imitation at one-measure intervals. The final "event" is the simplest of all, with 
one-measure harmonic rhythm and dialogue among tbe strings providing rhythmic 
momentum as the subdominJnt approaches. 
The second mair1 section of the development begins with the arrivaJ on C minor in 111. 

161, and is based on the ascen di ng progression; the latter is greatly extended, and seeks t 
cadence in the extremely distant key of C-,harp minor by m. 190. This segment clearly 
has twO componentS: the ascending progression itself, moving in two-measure units with 
four-pan contrapuntal writing in the strings; and the sixteer1-measure preparation for the 
cadence in C-sharp minor, with texture ranging from two-part dialogue to simple 
homophony. 
The final segment of the dt;vcIopment section consists of a single block based on the 
descending progression; C-sharp is touched briefly in ID. 191 and becomes the firSt in a 
long series of auxiliary dominants, which terminates suddenly in the home dominant 
prior to the beginnillg of the recapitulatior1. The "key" of C-sharp, \vhich was so 
forcefully prepared in mm. 175-190, thus functions as a sixth-power auxiliary dominant. 
The contrapuntal activity for the last segment, although based (like the entire 
development section) on the opening motive of the movement, is presented here in four
measure overlapping phra,es. The harmonic rhythm reflects this structure in its twt"'l
measure units. 
The harmonic structure of this development, in sum, consists of an introduction based On 
the ascending progression in disguised fonn, followed by three main sections. The first of 
these sections reaches the subdominant by means of the descending progression, the 
second almost reaches the key of C-sharp minor by means of the ascending progression, 
and the third returns to tbe home dominant by means of the descending progression. The 
enrire development, then, consists harmonically of an alternation between ascending and 
descending progressions. Every point of articulation among the various progressions is 
marked by a clear change of motivic treatment. 

Examination of a number of Mo~art's sonata-form developmentS has shown d1at tw 
prugressiOllS derived from the circle of fifths recur often, sometimes in combination, ro 
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play central h, rm nic r les in these development. The clesc nding progressIOn, 
beginning in the area of the relative minor, reaches the subdominant, its vC!1tual goal. 
The ascending progression, be inning on the dominant minor, usually reaches the 
mediant area as its goal. In minor keys, the role' of these progressions are less ckarly 
defined, but the subdomillJ.nt rem:lins an important goal. In :J!l ca' s, the beginnings and 
endings of su h pr gre' ions are tn, rked ff b ! clear changes il the m lodic and m tivic 
foreground, Mozart achieves variety in these prol-;ressi ns through mixtur of mode, 
chr matic alteration " subtlety of phrase structure and harmonic rhythm, and contrapun
tal elaboration. In a ense, these two progressions can be heard as "theme" with 
Mozart's individual vork' as variation. 
Reliance on the e progres 'ion is a distinctive stylisti characteri tic of Mozart" lS 
opp ed to his principal can mp raries. In C. P. E. Bach's works, for example, 
devel pment scnions ( ne uses the t'm1 warily, with due regard for the hi tori al 
v luti 11 of such concept' and terminology) u UlUy enter around one or two ke ., 

pani ularly the rebtive minor. Ba h prefers simple tr, nspo itions of previously heard 
thematic material to the kind f pol phO! ic elab r' rion t und in Mozart. In the works uf 
Haydn and Beethoven, the descen ling and cending pr gr 'sian' hardly ever appear in 
the Structural roles th y assume in M zan' wurk lIth ugh there are [course mlny 
pas 'age c I1Strtlctcd on mati n by fifths. In tead, Haydn and Beeth ven rely on other 
cherne' and devices, uch a modal shi ts, d ccptive cldenc s, and ham10ni motion by 

thirds, with far Ie. s predictable and unified result. 
Fr m the per pective of sOnata fOm1's C olution into a I n 'er l.nd more dramatically 
powerful form, Mozart' u e f the e progressions has ignific. nee. By means of uch 
schemes, m ti n to di tant e s, with their increase in ham1 nic ten ion, wa combin d 
\vith 1 dear lnd I gi al coh 'rene with the ovc:r:tll ronal c mer. S Idom have the 
enrrif gal and centripetal orces [harmony been more convincingly balanced. 



OVER P B IC liONS, INC. 
180 VARICK STREET, Nc.W YORK, N, Y. 10014 

PHO E: (212) 255-3755 

TO: \1 . Cirker, Clarence Jo. G .• DATE: 22 ~ovem l' 17 
Ev.rett, ,ta ley, ~ ul lovack 

FROM: Tom Baker RE: Meet ing on mu. ic progr to 

for se and half of 197 - , 
11/21/77 

It wa ecided to r pare two mu rna' lings of fiv t1tl 
a for th ond half of 197 Te titl~ were accepted. 

1. TCfuHKOV KY: 3YMPHO~I'S [0. 4, Acceptat Ie ed' t ilJl1 

o th se three works are on h nd, with newed'tion of 5 and 6
 
on the way.
 

2. STR USS: TON, POEMS. Editions of a n mber f these ar 
on the way, except fa Don Ju , which John Gr fton will order. 
A selectio of several will have to made, since' hat we have 
could a ily make t 0 volumes. 

3. FRE CH SO~ AN HOLOGY. Saul ovack has ma 1 e a one-vo urn 
~ l.ctian fr m this two-volume Dit on anthology. 

~. CHUB R: NG 0 TEXTS BY GOETH. These are to b_ 
taken from the c ubert set on hand. 

5. B.C : MU IC FOR OLO VIOL N. S ul Novack has already 
marle a e ec ion. The music is on hand. 

"'CHUBSRT: SYMPH NI S ul ovacl< will deci whether 
to use os. a d 9 ·....r os. 5, 6, and 9. The ,rusic is, 
of co rse, on han. 

7. BACH: ECULAR C NTATAS. Sa 1 'ovack will select, and wi 1 
s pec i f y e it i 0 

R. ME.DE I G Ca~MB R MUSIC. Saul ,0 k wi 1 
select; the ~'c is on hand. 

9. MOZART: DIVERTIMENTI. Saul Nova k will s.::". 
B .1S: CO C R OS (l e 'wo piano concertos, he vi lin
 

can rto. an the d uble co certo). Music is on hand.
 

Discussed as d finite pos ibilities fa he future were: 

a. A ooe- or wo-volume set of omantic iano concertos 
b. A vol me of Romantic violin concertos 
c. A vo lume of pre-1906 'at"e piano mu ic 
d. vo urne of he three Schumann song cycles 
e. A mul i-volume eries of he Haydn strin quartet 
f. A Berlioz orchestral volume (music is n the way) 

The Be lioz-Liszt pian0 transcription olume was put a i e 
for the time being. 

I va r marked that the bove list can ains no solo-pian) 
title , and tha om eflor hould be made to ncov_' a ; w. 
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Salzer, Felix. * 13. Juni 1904 in Wien. alzer Rtud. 
Ig. bei dl r an der niv. Wien (1926 Dr. phil. 

mit der Diss. Die Sona/enform bel Franz Sclcubui. 
mschr.). l'tITh.. und -analys bei Hans Weiss und 
R. .h n r. auBerdem n der Wi n Musikakad. 
(1935 E:.~a.men in irigieren). 1935-1938 un rriob.tete 
er 'oh nkers Theorien am -euen Wiener K ns. und 
gab 1937/38 g meinsam mit O. T Mil di Mil ikzs. Du 
Dreiklang heraus. di sioh mit Schenkera Th od n aus. 
einand tzte. 1940 migri rte alz r no. h wId 
lehrte 194O-J956 (1948-1 56 11.18 Executive Director) 
und wieder 1962-1964 a.m fannes College of _lusio in 
New York. 19"'6/57 und on 1963 bis zu in~r Emeri
tierung 1974 gehorte er d m Lehrkor r des Deena 
Colleg der ity Uni ersityof 'ew York an ( it 1965 
PrOf. of Music). AuBerdem lehrto er o.1s Visiting Prof. 
je ein Semester an der Uni orsity of California in 
Lo.q Ang J (196), m Peabody Institu of MU5ic 
in Baltimore (1961) und an der Unive ityof regon 
in Eugen (1965). m insam mit W. J .• :Utahell griin
dete or 967 di Reihe Tile Music Forum (New York, 
ColllDlbio. niversity Pte8ll, bishc-r 4 Bd .); Ai b faBt 
sioh wi .d rum vorrangig mit. ·tudi.on, die auf. ch n
ke TI ori n blUlieren, be nders in d r Anwendung 
a.uf hist. und stiliatische Probleme. 
Schrl!t.ell (AUHW.j: Die S ,.. -Flm,,~' FranJl tIll/bert. Phll. 

ilil'. 'VI 11926. A"'lzng in St lw 15, 1998. 80-125; Ober 
au BtdtulUfI 1de" ()"'la"'~ltl~in PMlipp £mallucl BaThs Kl.· 
Werkrn In Zt~rw 12, l020/all, 398-41i1: (II" u. Willi." <ler 
abe'ldld,ut. ,lJe/lJ'8timmiukeil. 'Vlen 1935: Die lliat. mdung 
1ll'inrid' !:I/'lIrnktT'1l in 11er 0 Ikillng L Apr. 1937; Slruc· 
lural IJtarin/) - Tonal Oahu lice ill ,lIlUl'Ic. 2 .HM.. I'W 
York 1952, Char!"", Bonl,. 'ow YOtk '/1062. Dov l' Pnbll
ca n9, dentsch uls 'Intkturdlu Hilren. Der klllal" Zusmn· 
~nllanl1in der Mutrik, 2 Bd ., Wilh ImBhll en I • Bllin· 
rl I. oten, To.schenbll hIlUSK. bola. 1977 (TIUU'henbii !lor 
zur lIh... 10 t1. 11): TO>lali11J in earlu Medi.,'al PollfPholllJ in 
Th... [t18ic Forum 1. _'ew York 1907, :l:i-9 : 'ng!. (.J b • v. 
Schenkel'S FUJlt r rUnit-TIJ/. m. n .11 r EinJ. n. ErlJl.o 'Min· 
(ltIn, .(' York 196!!. Dov r Publications; (gemeinsam m. 
C•• c.hnC'hter) llItl~.f7I'Ii,,' ·11 C(JmpI'. lli~I, ,'cw York 1UO • 
!lfcOril,..·TUll: ClllYpi,,'8Noclumt 'n 0' Minor, np.27, no.l 
in Tho MUIlic FOl1lIll n, 197 , '2 3-297; Ch(Y(ri,,'8 Elude ilt 
F Mn/nr. op. !!ii. 110.3 - 'I'/Il!. 'rrme tit TfYlllllllu. ebdll. m, 
11173, 281-290; Haudn's Fallla.rla tmm Iht. 'Irill/1 QUlll'M op. 
76. flO. 6. b.t". IV. 1976. 161-19!. 
In d n Vereinigten • tna. n iibte Sa.lzer du h ine 
Schrif n und Heine Lehrtatigkt'it einen bedeutenclen 
EinfluB auf da.s I tudium von MTh. und -analyse aus 
und spielte eine mh ur)e Rolle bei der Verbreitung 
der Theorien von H. chenk r. IIf cl r Basis von d s-
en uffnsanng von mus.• 'truktur (..Voroorgrund .. 

• Mitlelgrund", ..Hin rgrund") und d " analytisohen 
Entwurfs der .._timmfiihrunljll8chichten" verll>rbejtet~ 
Salzer in seiner weitverbrolteten Arbeit trw;tural 
Hearing chenk r:s Theorien zu ill r ystematischen 
EinfUhrung. In die m u h be!lChricb rim inzelnen 
dieUn mode zwiil h nkp. undharmonisch nFunk
tionen dor Akkorde und entwick lte die Begrille del' 
tona.len Struktur und die ver:schi d nen T chniken del' 
tonalen ..Prolongation". Diese Prinzipi n wandte or 
auch fiir dllS V ratii.ndniB d r mu . Form an. In dem ge
meinsam mit Carl eho.cbter verf. Bueh Counterpoint 
in Composition behll.ndolt r das tudium del' Bezie
hung zwisoh.en Kp. (wie ibn J. J. "Fux entwickelte) und 
tonoJor Musik aner StH • In beiden 'hriften ging er 

libel' die Theorie chenker:s bin us, um die tonale 1\1u
sik vo MA. bis zn Werken d 92 . Jh. einzuschlieBen. 

II.lzer widm te sioh besonder:s del' ystematisierung 
or Techniken des ..Vord rgrnnds". Auch hat all

mAhli h i ethode dar DarsteJlung er Stim.m.ilih
rung. wi ie zu rat von chenk r g bra bt wurde, in 
den verschiedenen hichten der mas. truktur weiter
>nliwickelt. 
tibs.: Ingeborg Robert aul No....ck 


